If k is a field, k[x] is a principal ideal domain and the ideal structure of k[x] is well understood. For example, a nonzero ideal is prime if and only if its generator is irreducible. If R is an integral domain
with quotient field k, it is natural to ask if the set of ideals / of R[x] such that Ik[x] is proper can be equally well described. Since such ideals can contain no nonzero elements of R, one hopes that the structure will be dominated by the structure of k [x] . While such ideals need not be principal, we define a notion of almost principal which does hold for a large class of rings R. We study this class and give examples where ideals are not almost principal. The almost principal property is related to the following questions:
(
1) When is (ax -b)k[x] n R[x] generated by linear elements? (Ratliff) (2) When is (/(*))*[*] n R[x] divisorial? (Houston) and (3) When is an ideal /, which is its own extension-contraction from R[x] to R[[x]] and back, equal to cl(7) in the x-adic topology? (Arnold)
We now list the main concepts we shall use. Recall that R denotes an integral domain and k denotes its quotient field. DEFINITION 
An ideal / of R[x] is called almost principal if there exists an f(x)el
of positive degree and a nonzero s eR such that si c (/(*))*[*]. It is easy to see that for an ideal / of the form / = Ik[x] n R [x] , I almost principal is equivalent to the existence of a polynomial f{x) e I and a nonzero s eR such that for each h(x) e k [x] with h(x)f(x) e R [x] , we have sh(x) e R [x] . (The element s is independent of h{x).) This characterization of almost principal for contracted ideals / is the basis for our proofs that / is almost principal. In fact, to prove that a noncontracted ideal / is almost principal, the usual approach is to show that / = Jk[x] n R[x] D J is almost principal. If / is almost principal, then / is almost principal (f(x) e I may be chosen as an element of/ and sJ c si c (f(x))R[x]).
Note that all uppers to zero extend to proper ideals of k [x] . We use the following notation throughout the remainder of the paper: R is an integral domain with quotient field k, f(x) is a polynomial of positive degree in R [x] , and / = f(x)k[x] n R [x] . We repeat the assumption on / in some of the main results for emphasis. We now present some further conditions for an integral domain R [x] to be an almost principal ideal domain. 
so (l/a n )f(x)a n h(x) e R [x] . By [G, Theorem 10.4 ], a n h{x) is in the integral closure of R [x] . Since the conductor C is nonzero, then there exists a t € C so that tR C R. Thus ta n h(x) e R[x] and the proof is complete. To establish further results, we prove the following lemmas. [x] . By assumption there exists a nonzero s E R so that sh(x) e R [x] for all such h(x). Hence I\ is almost principal. Similarly, I 2 is almost principal.
Proof. Assume that / is almost principal. If h(x)f\(x) e R[x], then
Assume that I\ and I2 are almost principal. Let h{x) e k [x] so that h(x)f(x) e R[x]. Since f{x) = /i(*)/ 2 (x), then {h{x)f x {x))f 2 {x) e R [x] . By assumption there exist nonzero S\ and s 2 in i? so that for all gi ( 
. We may therefore assume that l(x) e R [x] . By Lemma 1.5, / almost principal implies that I\ is almost principal.
is an upper to zero precisely when / is irreducible in k [x] . By Lemma 1.5 and earlier remarks, it is clear that R [x] is an almost principal ideal domain if and only if all the uppers to zero are almost principal.
The following results relate the almost principal property to content ideals of polynomials which occur in /. Observe that the ideal / is almost principal if and only if C n R is nonzero. The following claims provide information about C and the closely related ideal 7" 1 . (The proofs of Claims 1.10 through 1.12 actually require only that Proof. Since / is not almost principal, Claim 1.12 implies that each element of C is a multiple of f(x) and hence in /. LEMMA 1.14. J"
Then h(x)I c R[x] and A(x)7 c h(x)f{x)k[x] c /fc[jc]. Thus /z/ c 7 because of the assumption that / = f(x)k[x] n
The results 1.8, 1.12, and 1.13 give information about uppers to zero since f(x) was assumed to be irreducible in k [x] . Under the assumption that / is an upper to zero, we now obtain a number of conditions in terms of/" 1 and [/: /] equivalent to the almost principal property. We now wish to relate the almost principal property to questions (2) and (3) mentioned in the introduction. We need two preliminary lemmas, both from unpublished work of Arnold. HAMANN, EVAN HOUSTON AND JON L. JOHNSON   LEMMA 1.17. Let R be a domain, I = f(x)k[x] n R[x], then (/ Proof. The proof that we give for (2) => (3) is due to Arnold.
ELOISE
(1) => (2) Assume that / is almost principal, then there exists a nonzero s e R so that si c f(x) R[x] . With si C /( *(/)" = (5/), c (/)" = (/) c /.
Thus I v C / and 7 is divisorial. Then u(x)f(x) G R[x] and so we may write u(x) = h(x)/f(x) for some h(x) G R[X] . We have cl(7) C I v = I.
Examples and counterexamples.
In this section we present examples of ideals which are not almost principal, not divisorial, and do not satisfy (3) of Theorem 1.19. We show that condition (3) of Theorem 1.19 does not imply (2). All the examples involve a linear f(x), and this case is thoroughly discussed. 
is not almost principal, and satisfies neither (2) nor (3) of Theorem 1.19.
To show that Arnold's Example is not almost principal, we show a more general class of polynomials in certain domains lead to ideals which are not almost principal. We begin with a definition. Recall that an element t in the quotient field k of an integral domain 7? is almost integral over 7? if f|£i[^: ''I + 0-Thu s t almost integral over 7? implies that t is not spotty over 7?. By Theorem 1.19, it suffices to show that 7 = I ec with 7 ^ cl(7). We need the following lemma from unpublished work of Arnold. which implies that a n y k eR for all k. Hence a n = 0 and a n +t = 0 for all i. Thus g e (/). It is easily verified that y = c/rf is not spotty. We show that / is not almost principal. Let
